
Buy now pay later ("BNPL") arrangements refer to arrangements that allow consumers to pay for

goods over time while receiving such goods as if payment was made upfront. The market for BNPL

arrangements in Singapore is growing rapidly, with many providers of such arrangements entering

and establishing their presence in the Singapore market in recent times. Notwithstanding that credit

is functionally extended to consumers under BNPL, many of such arrangements differ from traditional

consumer financing arrangements such as credit or charge cards and are not regulated under

Singapore's consumer credit regulations. This paper aims to develop an understanding of this

industry by exploring the benefits BNPL arrangements bring to the consumer credit industry, how such

arrangements are legally structured and regulated in Singapore, to identify the potential risks arising

from BNPL in light of present regulation, and propose reforms to minimise these risks, whilst

maximising the benefits which BNPL brings.
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